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True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes

COMPLIMENTARY
TO U.RGINIA BEAN

Following are the complimentary
words spoken of Virginia Bean who
gives a concert ill Santa Fe on September 10:
El Paso, Jan. 6, 1912.
My Dear Miss Bean:
I enclose my word of commendation
feeling that it is altogether Inadequate
as an expression of my personal regard for your abilities as a violinist
but confident that it will be of greater
practical value to you than a mere pretentious statement. People are apt to
exaccept a reserved, dispassionate
pression with more confidence than
one that is effusively laudatory even
though the latter sort is sincere and
thoroughly deserved. From the time
I first heard you play I have predicted
for you a real "career," and am sure
I do not
your possibilities. Aim to broaden and deepen your
artistic appreciation. All you lack lies
enfolded in the golden Tuture, which
for you is still rosy with youth's sure
promises.
I shall always remember with gratithe
tude and genuine appreciation
service that you and your gifted mother have rendered in establishing the
Euterpean Fraternity in El Paso, and
if it is ever in my power to reciprocate in a substantial way I shall seek
the opportunity as a pleasure. You
are very fortunate in having a mother
who is so capable of guiding you wisely toward your artistic goal; and I am
inclined to attribute your success more
to her instruction and influence than
to the great teachers with whom you
have studied. You will never find an
accompanist who will supplement you
so admirably as she, for she is herself
a musical artist who through all the
brilliant career which awaits you will
remain worthy of your highest emula--
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interest by physicians all over the largely the result of professional sell- - officers and men not only inured American National Bank. Roswell
9.853.21
.;
ing and that little real stock had been to the sight of blood and suffering, First State Bank & Trust Co., Roswell
country.
.1
9.094.81
Trust Co., Santa Fe
but also trained to the use of first- - U. S. Bank
About nine months ago he obtained sold.
.!
15.082.78'
S.
1!..
First State Bank ti Trust Co.. Roswell,
Announcement that the subscrip- aid attention to wounded men.
ja little of normal Infant guinea pigs,
7.257.57,
Portales
National
Bank.
First
Kach pig weighed about the same. tions to the Southern Pacific exceeded
The personnel of a fighting ship, First National Bank. Clovls
5, 632.48
At the end of nine months the pigs the first estimate of 80 per cent made in (leneral Stokes' opinion, would State Hank Commerce, Clayton, S. 1)
10,587.31
been
which
the glands had
in
22.400.01);
to not be demoralized when the decks Seaboard National Bank, New York
injected by the underwriters, amounting;
4.733.62
weighed almost three times as much more than !i0 per cent .gave strength became a shambles under the en- First State Bank, Las Crnees
6.231.04
Bank.
acMcKinley County
to the Harriman shares, the effect of emy's fire if that personnel
Gallup
as the healthy but untreated pigs.
were
6.138.76
.,
National Bank of Carlsbad
That Dr. Starkey's discovery may which was felt through the list, and customed to the sight of suffering. Dexter State Bank
7.002.9O;
.!
(revolutionize things in the medical speculative sentiment became bullish The theorv has created much interest First National Bank. Gallup
5,209.31
.1
world is admitted by many physicians for the moment and prices were push- - in naval circles.
Visa
Bank.
Nara
National
First
National Bunk of New .Mexico, Raton
5,116.09!
Union County Trust & Savings Ass'n
5.210.26
First National Bank. Lake Arthur
STATE TREASURER'S QUARTERLY STATEMENT
First National Bank, Las Cruces
5,212.70
4,806.28
Deming National Bank
89i
5,207.
First
National
Bank,
Lordslnirg
Covering the Third Quarter of the First Fiscal Year, beginning June 1, 1913, and ending August 31, 1913.
Lakewood National Bank
1,M!1.L
5.210.44
Bank of Deming
5.210.92!
First National Bank. Melrose
Balance
Transfers
Balance
Bank
5,207.39
Clovis
National
.lune
from
Disburse- Transfers
Aug. 31.
Portales Bank & Trust Co
5,207.20
1,1(0.'!.
to Funds.
1913.
ments.
Funds.'
Receipts.
TITLE OK FUND OR ACCOUNT,
5,220.54
Bank of Magdalena
i".975.53 $
i:o7r..r3 $77
.7777;'. .7 $
.7777:
$.
State Purposes 63d Fiscal Yr. Fd
5,020.41
First National Bank, Magdalena
"5. (HI
375(lOi
64.015.17
64,415.17
State Purposes 1st Fiscal Yr. Fd
11,236.91
Carrizozo
Exchange Bank,
1,863.31
1.863.31;
State Institutions 63d F. Yr. Fd
4,805.17
National Bank, Helen
First
45.101.05
45,101.05
Slate Institutions, 1st F. Yr. Fd
5,210.79
First National Bank, Hope
648.77'
4.1124.03!
5,839.49
2.464 2.1
Cattle Indemnity Fund
3,893.43
First National Bank, Alainogordo
2.235.33
5.740.97
2,235.3?,;
5,740.97
Sheep Sanitary Fund
3,388.97:
First State Bank, Deming
6.558.6!li
3,645.94
5.628.18
4.576.45
Charitable Institutions Fund
3.075.291
First National Bank, Ft. Sumner
12,930. 51
1,089.38
14,019 89
Insane Asylum Bds. Sinking Fd
6,340.96
of Commerce, New York
Bank
National
588.40:
1,802.06;
2.454.16
Fund
1,240.50
Eradication indemnity
3,678.38
First National Bank, Elida
26.062.76
13,323.43;
3,365.00.
26.000. 0(7
16,751.19
Road Fund
3,973.38
Sierra County Bank, ilillsboro
22.46:
7.160.55.
7,183.01
3,341.54
Capitol Reb. Bds. Skg. Fd. 2nd Ser
Bank
Taos County
8.994.84'
4,223.31,
714.12
Pen. Convicts Earnings Fund
932. 92i
12,504.03;
Torrance County Loan
8.50:
8.50
..;
540.52
New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust Co
Compilation Fund
644.00
1,622.63'
3,441.84:
2,463.21
Game Protection Fund
6,577.15
Citizens Hank. Albuquerque
3.471.83
722.31'
2.625.40
3.723.48
1,651.44
Interest on Deposits Fund
9.267.61
First National Bank. Farmington
15.632.47
8,973.47;
15,930.92
Maintenance Public Lands Fund
8,675.02'
7,571.95
San Juan National Bank
2.736.13
2,736.13
2.560.00
N. W. Harris & Co., New York City
Compensation Assessor's Fund
63.47
63.47;.
Taxes of 1907 Fund
5,033.33
The Socorro State Bank
152.72
Taxes of 1908 Fund
152.72;
8,910.26
State National Bank. Albuquerque
403.36'.
403.36
7.197.69
Taxes of 1909 Fund
United States Bank & Trust Co
1.405.24
2.081.12
675.88
Taxes of 1910 Fund
Funds not available.
4.489.96
4,489.96
Taxes of 1911 Fund
$596,439.66
Total
105.85 302,193.28
302,299.13:,
Taxes of 1912 Fund
776.42
776.42
S. F. & U. Cos. It. R. Bds. Fd. Ser. C.
700.74
686.74
14.00;
S. F. & G. Cos. R. R. Fids. Inc. Fd .
lie planted the seed .May 15 and irri- visited. He came directly here from.
DEMING SEEMS TO
2,500.00;.
State Boundary Fund
2,500.00,
three times, although twice the Central American states and ha?
gated
'4.581.59;!
9.9(l!
i, 000.00'
3,571.69
Legislative Expense Fund
BE
would
have been enough if he could investigated conditions practically all
READY
ALWAYS
148.20
4.274.04
671.12
Mounted Police Fund
3,751.12
the large vines. over the world. His investigations
cultivated
726.12'.
have
fl.555.ll-Fund
2.582.87
7,698.36
Agricultural College
are very thorough and lie gives his un4.071.16'
625.00
599.65
4,045.81
Agricultural College Inc. Fd
N. M., Sept. ',. The way Among other things he says that waDeming,
85.34:
1.727.96'
1,813.30
should never bo Hooded. qualified indorsement to pumping for
termelons
Agricultural College Per. Fd
8.632.07
2,223.68
Deming does things was beautifully Mr.
2.348.63
School of Mines Fund
8.507.12!
Twitty is going to plant a large irrigation.
594.41'.
16,125.04,.
12,340.03;
4,379.42
University of N. M. Fund
exemplified this week when the Dem- acreage of wheat this fail to he followA very renowned horticulturist of
1,733.96
Normal School Silver City Fund
10,711.47!.
3,347.12
9,098.31
Tlerlin, Germany, is arranging his busing real estate board, that had accum- ed by pink beans the first of July.
3.108.78
ll.487.06i.
Normal School Las Vegas Fund
8,378.28
761.09
ulated a surplus of live thousand dol9,600.747
The American Pomological society, iness affairs to be able to spend somo
891.93
9.469.90:
Military Institute Fund
3,223.57
Insane Asylum Fund
26.350.05
23,126.48
lars, generously donated the whole through Dr. C. L. Betts, has requested time in an exhaustive examination of
549.42
3.209.67'
3,922.32!.
1.262.07
Miner's Hospital Fund
amount to the chamber of commerce. the secretary of the chamber of com- the Mimbres valley, with a well
7,284.30
3,918.407
Blind Asylum Fund
11,202.70
This was in addition to the large merce to prepare an exhaustive paper
view of making this his home.
151.05
Deaf & Dumb Asylum Fund
3,924.377
1,092.56
2,982.86
"
Hon. Ralph C. Ely, president of the
amounts already subscribed by indi- on "Horticulture in the Mimbres
336.34
3,932.38
1,309.11
2,959.61'
Orphan School, S. Fe Fund
vidual members of the real estate
2.289.16
to be read on the occasion of the state fair commission, who is boost3,042.72i.
2,289.16
3,042.72
Spanish American Normal School Fund.
528.18
1.927.49..
Reform School Fund
913.82
board. President A. A. Temke, of the annual meeting of the society to be ing the big show at Albuquerque, is
1,541.85,
1,438.08..
Reform School Def. Fund
8.544.72,.
276.32
9.706.48
chamber of commerce, was called be- held in Washington, I), C, November heme for a brief period to give atten-tio- n
165.28
146.64
Museum of N. M. Fund
350.86
1,929.35;
1,597.13
to his very extensive farming Infore the board and informed of the 17 to 22. The secretary will prepare
118.21'.
2.032.95:
2,151.16:.
Hep. Old Paluce Bldg. Fund
terests.
be
He has visited every part of
cannot
was
of
if
action
tiie
he
which
and
presperthe
board,
paper
1,398.48
2,713.797
1.400.00
2,712.27
Indigent Student's Fund.....
fectly unanimous. This generous gift ent in person will have it read that the state and predict a very success14,518.22
Current School Fund
18,679.26'
14,358.451
16,661.93!
53.25;
35,447.71
N. M. Penitentiary ' Fund
b but another evidence of the coin-- it may become a part of the official ful exposition.
24,667.18
24,667.18:,
52.377.20:.
6.344.92!
14.358.45'.
Reserve Fund
60,390.73
Sam T. Clark, a member of the New
unity spirit of Deming and the
proceedings of the society.
2,808.19;
Interest Fund
3,925.24
13,541.80
9,290.23
10,985.00:
is Mexico San Diego exposition commisvalley.
Herald
Mexico
Labor
New
The
8,098.03
2,8H.56'.
5,630.48
5,274.11:
Penitentiary Cur. Expense Fund
Tomato canning has already com- preparing an elaborate boost tor the sion, is already boosting for the big
8.135.64'.
13,491.69'
7.082.52
5,500.00:
9,044.81
Penitentiary Maintenance Fund
494.521.
menced at the private canning fac- Deming country, to be issued about show.
462.37
Trans. Discharged Convicts Fund
653.49
303.40;
342.6i:.
Pen. Sewerage & Plumb. Fund
564.88 .
907.49
C. E. Hicks has just finished baling
tories of E. D. Osborn & Sons and M. the first of October.
29.00;
Fees Fund
1,241.15
1,270.15
McCan is just cutting the his fourth crop of alfalfa and will have
li. l'ringle. Tomatoes are very pro- George
120.01'.
Pen. Kit. Bak. & Din. R. Fund
1.884.58'.
1.524.341
480.25
llilic this year and of a very superior 'second crop of alfalfa from this one more good one. Following the
437.19
461.00
367.15;
Penitentiary Board Fund
531.0)
109.87:.
quality.
spring's work, which will run a little fifth cutting he will use the alfalfa
93.72;.
91.87
111.72'
Penitentiary Bath House Fund
21.03
His experience is that
93.72
leu. Supt's. Rooms Fund
27.00
87.75
E. ,R. Twitty, one of the successful better than one ton to the acre. He for pasture.
Pen. Repair Fund
70.95
5.45:
65.50
'
formers who recently came to the will make one more cutting this year. the pasture crop grows betterthan
28.839.54
5,199.65
61,360.32:
36,207.83'
24,238.36
34,953.32
Salary Fund
j
.Martin Seyde. a prominent
agri eight inches high.
Mimbres valley from Tennessee, says
28.106,78'.
22.35;
20,622.98:
Miscellaneous Fund
35,054.35
13,697.76
the Tom Watson watermelon is the culturist of Dresden, Uermany, is in8,536.33
State Militia Fund
7.170.09
3,515.55 .
4,881.79
945.91
It will not pay you to waste your
stuff for this country and as proof of vestigating conditions in the Mim4,918.9V.
Capitol Contingent Ex. Fund
3,251.09
2,613.73j
.40
.40
what he says drops Into town every bres valley and gives it as Ills opinion time writing out your legal forma
Supreme Court Fund
&
atFund
371.98
91.46
Cer.
Int.
463.44
Armory
when you can get thom already printday or two, bringing along a double that this valley presents the most
1.708.52;.
4,359.14!.
6,067.66
Deficiency Cer. & Int. Fund
for irrigation ed at the New Mexican Printing
of tractive
box wagon load of that variety
proposition
68.19!.
Series C Bonds, Int. & Skg. Fund
24,700.74:.
24,768.93
29.13melon, weighing from 20 to 50 pounds. farming of any country he litis ever Company.
Common School Income Fund
16,661.93:.
29.13
16,661.93:
Common School Permanent Fund
2,125.32
2,125.32
286.25
Univ. of N. M. Income Fund
286.25
160.00
Univ. of N. M. Saline Fnud
160.00
853.43!
Nor. School S. C. Inc. Fund
431.50:.
THE
1,284.93
THE LADY
22.20:
Nor. School S. C. Per. Fund
134.31 .
156.51
L.
V. Inc. Fund
Nor. School
431.50
56.64!
374.86
Nor. School L. V. Per. Fund
134.30
67.02;
201.32
N M. School of Mines Inc. Fund
265.3H
240.12..
301.80!
203.63
N. M. School of Mines Per. Fund
77.59
500.66'
578.25:
172.901
253.78'.
426.68
Military Institute Inc. Fund
476.94
198.32
278.62
Military Institute Per. Fund
Reform School Income Fund
307.87!
77.13;
77.13:
307.87
Blind Asylum Income Fund
566.16
568.147
1,134.30
Deaf & Dumb Asylum Income Fund
239.65!
I.
9.40,
.;
249.05
Water Reservoirs Income Fund
.i
32,328.30i
43,712.83.
1,798.55;.
10,643.37
2,539.71'
Water Reservoirs Per. Fund
182.42'
5,979.79
6,162.21
Miner's Hospital Income Fund
397.661.
384.78
12.88;
Insane Asylum Income Fund
146.97
240.61 .
387.58;,
Insane Asylum Per. Fund
1.280.00!
237.42!.
766.99;.
1.809.5!
Imp. Rio Grande Income Fund
12.80'.
108.39;
121.19
Public Bldgs. at Cap. Inc. Fund
KR0.40'
11,108.31!
10.42;.
10.568.33
242.76
239.71!.
Penitentiary Income Fund
200.00!
282.47
2.94!
Penitentiary Per. Fund
537.38:.
540.32
Palace Income Fund
6.2i:.
6.21
State Char. P. & R. Inc. Fund
60.60i,
60.60
C. S. 5
Pro. U. S. L. S. Per. Fd
121.040.787
121,040.78
Pullman Car Tax Fd
2,927.42:.
2,927.42
10
Pro. U. S. For. Res. Fd
& 25
45.41'.
45.41!
Ele. Butte W. IT. Ass'n. of N. M. Fd
736.661.
736.66
P.
I. Bds. 1901 Agri. Col. Fd
625 00;.
625.007
Fuud
499.051
.000. 00;.
1,170.96;
Hydrographic Survey
670.01
5,000.00:
Stream Gauging Fund
1,000 00!.
3,000.007
Def. Cer. 1909 Fund
""1.42!
.i.
1.42
P. & I. Bds. 1901 Mil. Inst. Fd
625, ooj.
550.00'
75.00
P. & I. Fd. Bds 1901 Ins. Asylum
625, 00:.
625.00
1.57!..
Insurance of Armories Fund
1.57
Def. Appropriation Fund
1,013.38
1,013.38',
250.00,.
188.73:
61.27
Carey Act Land Board Fund
Pen. Ref. Bds. Sinking Fund
1,468.56 ..
,066
2,535.48
25.60'
State Cor. Con. Expense Fund
3.40;
29.00
.
.
Casual Deficit Fund
36,597.17
,338
43,010.0014,925.56
1.212.987
Con. Convention Expense Fund
1,212.98
l,468.56i. .
,066,
Refunding Bonds Skg. Fund
2,535.48
Bank Examination Fees Fund
50.00
812.50:
3,332.59:
209.75'
3,515.94;
Salary Dist. Atty. 1st J. Dist
419.40;
4.059.02!
838.34
357.17
4,120.94;
Salary Dist. Atty. 3rd J. Dist
419.25,
979.16'
3.988.62;.
126.54
729.70!
4,111.541
Salary Diet. Atty. 5th J. Dist
'
2,111.82;
2,051.07!
Salary DiBt. Atty. 6th .1. Dist
366.877.
306.1,2'
1.76
Adams Ex. Co. Tax Fund
1.76
822.00:.
Wells Fargo Ex. Co. Tax Fund
822.00
Globe Ex. Co. Tax Fund
46.95!.
46.95
Board Loan Commissioners Special Fd...
3,800.00:,
3,800.00
Series B Bonds int. & Skg. Fund
30
1,328.30
1,328
'
690.85
4,892.34!.
628.951
Salary Dist. Atty. 2nd J. Dist
3,572.54!
4.073.56!
14.62
Salary Dist. Atty. 4th J. Dist
615.50!
3,443.44!
155.70
4,177.09'.
Salary Dist. Atty. 7th J. Dist
3,547.82'
473.57
Salary Dist. Atty. 8th J. Dist
375.00
5,210.87:.
4,102.14'
733.73,
Normal Rebuilding Fd.
5,000.00'
5,000.00
Insurance Fund
12,750.00!
3,500.00
9,250.00!
Taxes 1910 and Prior Fund
i.
2,250.541.
2,250.54;,
Agri. Col. Deficiency Fund
12,400.001
12,400.00!.
Pen. Hospital Bldg. Fund
5,500.00!
5,500.00
8,738.361.
Gun Shed Battery "A" Fund
8.738.36:
State Corporation Com. Ins. Fees Fd
345.001
345.00
State Corporation Com. Fees Fd
970.301
970.30
Normal School Inc. Fd..
34.56
34.56'
Blind Asylum Permanent Fd
500.66!
500.66
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Per. Fd
308.62!
308.62
Miners' Hospital Per. Fd
76.58
76.581
Normal School Eastern Inc. Fd
14.90
14.90J
U. S. Annual Approp. Agricultural College
50,000.00!
.
50,000.00,
University New Mexico Per, Fd
1,846.58
1,846.58,

DOCTOR CAN MAKE
GIANTS OF MEN

INTERESTING
PERSONALITIES.
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San Diego, Calif., Sept. 5. Max V.
S. Watson, who has reclaimed thousands of acres of muni. Ipal lands, invented a unique method of solving a
city's problem of dealing with its

"criminal'' classes and set an
example for municipalities "throughout the country by leading a municipal "back to the land movement."
Two years ago, when Watson was
elected pueblo forester, 7U00 acres of
land within the city limits of San
Diego lay barren and uncultivated.
Watson, who lias made a study of horticulture from his earliest days, immediately began planting eucalyptus
trees. Today, a forest of over 150,000
trees beautifies the land and affords
the city a nursery from which shades
trees are taken for city parks and
streets. The problem of what to do
with the city's petty offenders was
confronting San Diega.
"Give the individual who has forgotten his responsibility to welfare of
society a chance to get on his feet
aguin through his own efforts; let him
cultivate city lands," was Watson's
suggestion. Hundreds' of men, arraigned for petty misdemeanors in the
police court, upon the judge s suggestion went voluntarily to work on the
city lands and accumulated enough
to
n oney and sufficient:
enable them to start in life on a right
basis again.
Not yet satisfied with the use being
made of the hitherto barren lands,
Watson now has on foot a scheme for
the subdividing of the land into small
agricultural tracts for the benefit of
the farmer of little means the tracts
to be rented at a nominal rate based
upon actual valuation.
t,

5.211.70-4,803.2-
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.
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.
.

.

.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

n

Mim-bre-

De Vargas.

E. P. Ferguson, Cincinnati.
P. W. Dent, El Paso.
Mrs. W. D. Edwards, Winslow, Ariz,
Mr. Gould, Douglas, Ariz,
Leo Wolfort, St. Louis.
H. J. Mendenhall, New Mexico Cen-

tral.
E. B. Cornell, Alamosa, Colo.
R. Schawacker, St. Louis.
Mrs. D. H. Smith, Denver, Colo.
H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas.
las. E. Ryan, New York.

Ressegure, Colorado Springs.
Mrs. L. S. Scott, Chicago.
W. J. Hodges, Las Vegas.
Frank Staplin, New Mexico.
W. R. Landrau, San Francisco.
A. E. Lee, San Francisco.
L. F. Thomspon, Ft. Worth, Tex.
A. L. Taylor, Albuquerque,
A. M. Page, Kansas City.
J. R. Jones, Los Angeles.
J. Johnson, Pueblo, Colo.
Montezuma.
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
C.
F.
Mitchell, Denver.
A. W. Small, San Francisco.
J. B. Reynold, Jr., Albuquerque.
W. A. Williams, City.
E. L. Enloe, Silver City.
H. Grigg, Denver.
Geo. B. Gunnell, New York.
G. G. Douthtt, Platnview.
M. L. English, Hodges.
O. F. Zottman, Albuquerque.
R. J. Steinfeld, Albuquerque.
F. P. Seiglitz, Las Vegas.
L. E. Merchant and wife, Carlsbad.
J. F. Mullen, Albuquerque.
Geo. C. Dunston, Portales.
W. R. Thomas and wife, City.
La Salle.
J. P. McNulty, Cerrillos.
Lee Parker, Denver.
A. C. Baca, Cienega.
F. Olson, Las Vegas.
R.

BITES PETOSKEY LAD.
Petoskey, Mich.,
Sept. 5. While
playing in a field Monday Orville,
son of John Smith, was bitten on the cheek by a horse. The injury is so severe it may result in
blood poisoning.
$100 Reward, (100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Ib at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure U
the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
a constitutional disease, requires n
treatment.
Hall's
constitutional
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
and giving the patient
disease,
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing Its
ork. The proprietros have so mucS
faith In its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that It fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
HORSE
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Spanish-America-

n

Spanish-America-

n

TOTALS

I

$482,876.12$ 499,908.2;$

578,760.87,$ 578,760.87$ 386,344.72,$ 596,439.66

Y,

PERHAPS,

BUT

ALSO HAS

COMFORT.
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BASEBALL
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SULZER

5, 1913.

TRIAL.

Standing of the Clubs.
National League.
Won
.ost
Club
has not known some one person to
SC
New York
42
whom she was beautiful.
74
47
Philadelphia
I
think
do
not
that
Personally,
71
56
physical beauty is as much to be de- Chicago
59
.67
Pittsburg
is
other
as
sired
things. Beauty
many
54
68
Boston
the most ephemeral of all the quali54'
71
Brooklyn
ties that enhance the charm of femin- Cincinnati
7S
54
I think if most women would
and
inity
46
Sf,
8t. loom's
"HAMLET,"
avoid the silly trying to make themselves over inlo something they are
American League.
not and strive to become interesting,
Won Lost.
Club
would
retain
44
S4
popularity longer.
they
Philadelphia
And isn't popularity, after, all tne Cleveland
77
52
70
56
thing we really want?
Washington
with
67
Some of us want to be popular
64
Chicago
64
62
the public and some of us are content Tioston
71
57
I'et.roit
just to be popular with our
S3
49
Hut in the end, popularity is Pi. Louis
SO
44
the goal, and I don't believe a pre- New York
ponderance of flesh, a freckle on one's
American Association.
nose or even a slight cast in one's
"lub
Won Lost
eye, is going to militate against it
S3
57
:lwaukee
If you make yourself interesting
82
61
(rlumbus
at
can
beauty jM iuieapolis
you
snap your lingers
SO
60
7fl
uiemisnes anu ni.iKe inose uuoui ,yuu o,iiKvtln
64
love and admire you so much that they Hl Paul
SO
63
will consider tne flesh, the freckle and Kansas City
60
81.
'
SO
60
the cast among your greatest attrac- - Toledo
S3
55
tions.
;!i:diananoIis

ON EVE OF RETIREMENT FROM STAGE.
IN

PHOTOPLAY

Rorbes Robertson Appears in Famous
Shakespearean Role Before Camera
Machine.

OF

.44:1

.482
.409
.351

Pet
.656
.597
.556

'

Sir Johnstone Forbes Robertson, the
foremost living actor, recently knighted by the lung of England, has just
completed his famous interpretation
maof "Hamlet" before a camera
chine!
This achievement of the Gaumont
company is the most interesting event
in the cinematograph
industry to
oate!

.511

.508
.445
.371

home-folks- .

Pet.

!'

.

5.

Pittsburgh. Sept.
ball clubs win the close games,
and the Naps will never get near the
Athletics because they haven't the
class in the pinch.
After the Naps caused Connie Mack
and followers of the Athletics to
worry by winning three out of four
games in a recent series, the Senators
stepped in and took two successive
games from Birmy's boys.
This shock practically shoved all pennant hopes away from Cleveland.
If Cleveland could tighten up when
it gets close, then they'd have a
chance. In the games they have played Washington ths year they've always tossed it when the batting gets
close. I don't know the exact dor?,
but I believe we've won six or seven
games from them, either in the ninth
or extra rounds.
Birmingham doesn't use enough inside baseball to develop a pennant
winner. They hit her out continually, and the opposition almost always
can tell just what's going to happen.
If they clout the ball over the outfielders' heads, then, of course, they're
going to score, but when it comes to
needing one run down the stretch the
Naps are shy.
Actually now, if the pennant rest
ed on the final game between the Naps
and Nationals, Griffith would win it.
it's just a case where one team has it
on the other in the pinch.
Griffith will not admit that the Na
tionals are out of the pennant as yet,
because he neve' gives up until it is
!a teildimy that he's beaten, but
everybody on the club is confident
that they'll catch and pass the Naps
before October 5.
Pennant-winnin-

Club
Denver
iDes Moines
Lincoln
St. Joseph

Omaha
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

77
74
71

6S

62
59
4. .53

Where They Play

'

.571

.543
.,441

.426
.433
.399

Western League.
Won Lost

....87

593

.573

11

CLEVELAND NAPS
DON'T SHOW CLASS

l

Pet.
.672
.f12
.559
.532

GREATEST LIVING ACTOR LEAVES "HAMLET" AS HERITAGE

FORBES ROBERTSON, OFF THE STAGE AND AS HE APPEARED
JUST COMPLETED IN ENGLAND.

PRESIDING

SEPTEMBER

me nm
1
Pet.
.635
.562
'CHIEF .ll'STIOE Cl'LLEN, WHO WILL SIT AS THE PRESIDING
.532 JUDGE AT THE IMPEACHMENT TRIAL OF GOVERNOR SULZER OF
.518 NEW YORK.
.493
.456
NOTHING IMMORAL
.425

50
60
65
66
70
74
SO
86

GOLF FIELD IS
NARROWED TO
FOUR CONTENDERS
Today

IN

.381

National League,
Cincinnati at Chicago.
St. Louis at Pittsburg (two games).
'Brooklyn at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston (2 games).

THE SLIT SKIRT

Kansas City, Sept. 5. "There is
nothing immoral in the slit skirt,
gown or any other present
form of woman's attire. Narrow skirts
and trim figures do not mean immorality, as some insist. One of the most
vicious epochs of society was when
hoop skirts were worn."
was made by
This statement
Judge Ralph H. Latshaw, of the criminal court, when asked by persons furthering campaign against extreme
styles in women's dress for his opinion of their cause.
'The women of today," continued
Judge Latshaw, "have only one idea
in view to dress in a manner that
appeals to men. Well, hasn't it always
been so?
"I remember when it was considered immodest for a woman to arrange her coiffeurs in a manner that
would
show her ears. We have

Garden City, N. Y., Sept. a. Last
night's heavy rain left the Garden
City Golf course thoroughly saturated
and the four surviving contenders for
the National Amateur Championship
today found heavy going.
American League.
Charles Evans, Jr., of Edgewater,
Chicago at St. IxjuIs.
was matched with John G. Anderson,
Detroit, at Cleveland.
Jerome D. Travers, of
of Braeburn.
New York at. Washington (2 games).
Mont Clair, the present chamupper
Boston at. Philadelphia.
pion, played Fred Herreschoff, of GarAmerican Association.
den City.
Kansas City at Minneapolis.
Charles Evans, Chicago, was two up
on J. G. Anderson, Braeburn, and Jerome Travers, upper Mont Claire, was
live up on Fred Herreschoff, Ekwano,
at. the end of the first eighteen holes
It means that millions of people,
National League.
l
round in the Nationof the
At Boston (First game)
otherwise debarred of the privilege
1 al amateur golf championship today.
1
3
Philadelphia
will have the opportunity to see
Travers won his match with Her
0 4 1
Boston
five up and four to go. AnShakespearean masterpiece presented
Seaton and Killifer; Quinn and reschoff,was one
derson
up on Evans at the
fcy a master.
Rariden.
Whaling,
OREGON'S GOVERNOR
end of the 27th hole.
he great Shakespearean
and
play
reeve
of his
It means that, upon the
PREVENTS HANGING.
won lits match i with
Anderson
part, Forbes Kobertson studied it for
eAt
GamFirst
Pittsburg
tirement from the stage, Forbes RobPortland, Ore., Sept. 5. "We are
years before he attempted it as a pro.3 9 0 Evans, two up and one to go.
St. Louis
not going to hang your boy tomorertson has taken the mqyiDg picture
fessional. Finally Sir Henry Irving
1
.8 12
Pittsburg
row." This message was telegraphed
hduced him to play the role, and since
medium as a method of preserving to
cooper
Harmon and Hildebrand;
AMRINATIAN fliF
then his "Hamlet" has been called by
yesterday by Governor West to Mrs.
and Simon.
posterity a memento of his day and his
ever
critics
the
many
greatest
given.
TRAINED ANIMALS Susie Morgan, of Richmond. Ky.,
work in the world!
t
mother of Robert Morgan, a
You will remember when you seo
At New York
Preparations for the production of connection with the coming exhibition the
n
unnrh aantonnoi rrx mo mnnv rnr
4
0
0
photoplay with Forbes Robertson
Brooklyn .
is
"Hamlet" as a photoplay took months! of the "Hamlet" moving picture, that ill
the
lion,
horse
riding
"Nero,"
1
the lpariinp- nnrt that vml nro
8
the murder of Virgie Hart, in Condon,
5
New
York
inA special castle was erected on the the eminent
and
one
.
of the original
unusually
.
... ,
English actor first played
Ore., last fall.
Rucker and Fischer; Demaree and
cliffs of Lulworth cove, on the Dorset- the role of "Hamlet" when he was a naiwiuitg a, iiiuu wuu iiao urcu vuts ui
teresting numbers on the program prethe
actors
a
world's
for
Morgan 11and the girl were childgood
leading
G.
Meyers.
Al.
Barnes
the
Big
shire coast of England. And all the boy of ten.
sented by
iis aimj nt? rhiwi uutri
deal more than thirty years.
'Bweeiueai
noo(
Nero!
a
Animal
circus.
Wild
is,
traditional touches necessary to a For his initial production, given with
In the street with
The presentation of "Hamlet" on the
At Chicag- ofull grown African lion and Kansas, When he met her
faithful rendering of the production Lis sisters and brothers and a few
0
12
9
!
another man. Morgan is a deserter
will
screen
be
a
"last
stalperform-Cincinnati
an
Arabian
night"
COULD
CHANCE
the pony ridden, is
were remembered.
fi lends in his father's drawing room,
4
8
4 lion.
JlTtCA tn flip trrpHt mihlin
thai haa
Chicago
The training of this act. was the from the navy.
The completed work is the largest he made the footlights himself. He cut
HAVE BEEN WITH
Governor West commuted Morgan's
,ov(J(i hlm as a star of ,hp
Packard and Clarke; Cheney, Lav- personal work of Mr. Barnes and repBritish film ever made and is said to tnem out or tin ana stuck candles in know
"He
j speaking stage, and a "first night." for
ender, Stack and Bresnahan.
months and months of most sentence to life imprisonment.
resents
THE
CARDINALS
be three miles long!
them
much greater public that has never
is too young to be hanged," said the
work.
(the
patient
painstaking,
to
It may be interesting
know, in
After this amateur performance of
American League.
'yet had a chance to see him.
The Barnes circus is now generally governor.
contract
New York, Sept. 4. A
Since his arrest ten months ago,
known as the "show that's different."
which almost equaled the one he is
At Washington (First gatne)-NeThe same having been won because of the young man's hair has turned
receiving from the.New York Yankees
York
from raven black to gray and he has
was offered by Frank Chance last fall
BE
CHARMING- 3
BEAUTIFUL
OUGHT
BE tu become manager
giowu two inches in stature.
of the Cardinals. Washington
Schulz and Gossett; Boehling, John'
This Chance admitted recently. It
WILL
ALBUQUERQUE
was refused because he intended to son and Henry Ainsmith.
A
HAVE ROAD DAY SEPT. 11.
keep his promise to get out of base- At Philadelphia-Bos- ton
N. M., Sept. 5.
ball for good after resigning from the
Albuquerque,
1
fi 12
Cubs.
Whereas, numerous citizens of the
3
By MARGARET ILLINGTON.
9
3
Last winter many major magnates Philadelphia
state of New Mexico have taken up the
Collins, Hall and Carrigan ; Plank
Whenever you pick up a newspaper
were in the field bidding for Chance,
idea of Good Roads day, among the
and the Peerless One states that one and Schang.
many citizens and residents of the
nowadays and turn to the woman's
of the biggest bids came from J. C.
of albuquerque.
city
are
to
an
idea
page you
very apt
get
At St. Louis
Jones then president of the Cardinals.
And, Whereas, the said Good Roads
that every woman is seeking physical
.,1 5 1
"I received two telegrams and one Chicago
day is an event looking toward the
0 4 1
beauty and nothing else.
letter from this man Jones," chatted St. Louis
upbuilding of the highways of the
So many prety actresses
Cicotte and Schalk; Taylor, Weilin the
Chance, "but I did not consider them,
state in general, and particularly of
country are telling all the other wombecause 1 made the promise to Mrs. man and McAllister.
those near the city of Albuquerque,
en the means by which they were
I
was
baseball.
with
done
Chance that
and it being the duty of every
1
Cleveland
At
made beautiful, the means by which
and
My health wasn't the best,
citizen to aid in thiB move6 8 (
wanted to give all my time to my or- Detroit
they stay beautiful and the means by
ment.
7
13
Cleveland
chards out in California.
which they hope to keep their beauty
Now, Therefore, I, D. K. B. Sellers,
"With almost every mail came offers
Willett, Dauss and McKee; James.
until death does them part.
of the city of Albuquerque, do
mayor
I
from baseball magnates, but ignored Blanding and O Neil.
Some times I think that men are
1
and
irake
proclaim Thursday, Septemthem completely. Finally the bidding
more interested
in these
"beauty
ber 11, 1913, Good Roads day, a holistarted from the American league, and
chats" than are the women, for the
GAMES.
YESTERDAY'S
day, and do call upon all citizens to do
when it was shown that I could get
1
editors are so anxious to print all
their utmost on that day to aid In the
Far-reFrank
of
out
the
National
league,
too
of
late
received
this beauty talk. My women friends
games
Reports
making and repair of roads in the vimade me such a tempting offer for publication in yesterday's New
tell me they do not have time to read
cinity of Albuquerque.
I just couldn't refuse.
that
Mexican;
it, as women who have some work of
Done at Albuquerque, N. M, Sep"However, it was my intention to
the world to do cannot selfishly spend
tember 4, 1913.
baseball. I will say that the Carquit
National League.
long hours daily in making themD. K. B. SELLERS, Mayor.
dinals went pretty high for me, and if
At Pittsburg Second Game
selves beautiful to the eye alone.
I would have been in a mood to re
4 11 5
St. Louis
CURE NOT
Least of all, I am sure, does the
FRIEDMANN
main in baseball I believe I would
5 10 1
Pittsburg
A MARKED
SUCCESS
actress have time or inclination to be
have accepted. The time lapsed and
and Roberts; McQuillan,
Geyer
Providence, R.. I Sept. 5. In a rethen came the bid from Mr. Farrell. It
trying always to improve her pulchriand Gibson, Kelly.
was too good for me to turn down.
port to the Rhode Island Medical sotude.
(10 innings).
ciety, Dr. Harry Lee Barnes, super"And I will say that if it wasn't for
Of course, she must look as well and
intendent of the state sanitarium, deMr. Farrell I would have quit several
keep as healthy as possible, for every
American League.
clared that the one hundred and
months ago. But he continued to urge
actress will agree with Charlotte
St. Louis
At
me on. He wasn't disgusted because
Cushman that "to make a success in
1
PRINCE, heading a large group of twenty sufferers from pulmonary
4 12
we were way down at the bottom, but Chicago
Barnes trouble, treated by Dr. Friedmann last
one's art one must have perfect health
5
St. Louis
6 2 trained leopards, with the
April, with his turtle vaccine, have
here
exhibits
which
kept saying: 'Keep after 'em Chance,
Thursday,
Circus,
anTl'tt wonderful store of vitality, as
Schwenk
and
Scott
Russel,
Schalk;
shown none of the wonderful results
you'll get 'em, you'll get 'em.' And we and Alexander, McAllister.
September 11.
welt as a logical mind, nerves as taut
reported by Friedmann before the
are after them now."
as steel but attuned to the slightest
(11 Innings.)
Berlin Medical society.
took one of the toughest
Chance
to
a
heart
Cleveland
and
At
big
emotion
enough
"On the contrary," Dr. Barnes addvaried and entirely original and
jobs in baseball. He was handed noth- Detroit
4 11
5 the
sympathize with the whole great
ed, "about 17 per cent of the cases
and go away to a wretched start Cleveland
entertainments presented.
different
ing
3
3
7
world."
this spring. On May 6 the Yanks' colThe program is given by a troupe have shown an increased activity of
Dubuc and McKee; Gregg and
I hardly think, however, that it is
.118.
The next mouth, O'Neill.
umn was
of 350 wild animals, representing al the disease, which would not have
necessary for her to take a course in
under ordinary
.209.
But today
on June 6, it was
most every known species. Instead of been experienced
(10 innings).
One patient,
sanitarium treatment.
therapeutics or cosmetic surgery.
the Yankees are traveling at about a
perhuman
acrobats,
trapeze
jugglers,
At Philadelphia Second Game
Few successful actresses have been
from
tuberculosis,
suffering
.355 clip.
joint
back
and
bare
animals
rider,
former,
11
1
a
Boston
showed marked improvement"
heauties, but they have all been womto
same
been
trained
the
have
perform
2
2
Philadelphia
.....2
en of great force of character and
identical stunts.
PRELIMINARY HEARING
(Moseley, Bedient and
Thomas,
splendid health.
goats,
OF JESS WILLARD TODAY. Houch, Bush and Lapp.
monkeys,
ponies,
Dogs,
the
if
But it makes no difference
zebras,
camels, elephants,
horses,
successful actress never had a pimple
lions, tigers, leopards, sea lions, etc.,
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 5 The
American League.
on her nose in her life. You can't
are listed as star actors. A rip roarconclusion of the preliminary hearing
At Washington
It will not pay you to wait your
make a dear little housewife, who ading comedy is presided over by 10
of Jess Willard and eleven others, New York
.'...."..3 6
mires her fervently, think otherwise
2 10
funny (not Btnutty) clowns. They are time writing out your legrU forma
with manslaughter as the
Washington
(charged
when yon get them already printed
than that she is just the one to advise
TWO VIEWS OF MARGARET ILLINGTON'S FACE, SHOWING HOW
Fischer and Sweenley;
of the death of John (Bull)
Gallia. assisted by a score of comedy animals.
The parade hour Is 10:30. Four at the New Hex!can Printing-all about the cause and cure of every IT IS CHARM, RATHER THAN BEAUTY, WHICH MAKES HER LOVELY Young during his fight with Willard on Hughes and Ainsmith.
bands participate in this glittering
22, will be reached late today.
beauty ill.
mile-lon-g
than any other class of women August
pageant. Performances will
American Association.
Several surgeons were called to the
Here is the truth actresses have Clever actresses, like other clever
Work for the New Mexican. It la
be given here at 2 and 8 o'clock.
At LoulsviUe
no open sesame to the vaults where women, find out what kind of food, ex- Neither are they naturally more beau- witness stand to give their opinion as
and how much sleep, work and tiful.
working for yon, for Santa Fe and
10 14 0 Thursday, September 11.
to whether Young's death was due to Toledo
beauty is stored. They are much like ercise
the new state.
..1 5 2
"Beauty is in the eye of the behold- a blow on the jaw, as the prosecution Louisville
other women and they often do things play is good for them and then plan
Work for the New Mexican. It U
Collamore and DeVoght; Powell, R.
er," and I am sure every woman has contends or an operation to relieve
in regard to their health which they their dally regime upon this.
New Mexican Want .Ada always
working for 700, for Santa Fe and
Clemons, White and Severold,
Actresses, however, know no more proven this true, for she is unfortu- cerebral hemorrhage, the defense
ought not to do and do not do things
itttie.'
results. Try tt.
well as unique, if she
Mir
the
bring
as
beautiful
themselves
Indeed,
nate,
about
making
do.
to
which they ought

,.u;. ,'
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For auick results, a
little "WANT."
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Ihe oflice of K. P. Krvien to talk over'
(lie trip. Arrangements must be made
with hotels to take care of the party
A Nobby Line of Fall and Winter and before the hotels can be notified,
of dance enthusiasts will!
the
suitings and overcoats at .Muralter's have number
to be ascertained.
For Sale One coiner and two inZook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
side lots on Caspar avenue. See F.
AJmond Cream are fine for sunburn
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Andrews.
NOVELTIES, ETC.
rou will find makiy good smokes In and windburn. Take a bottle with jv.i
on your vacation.
,
was personally selected by us,
our cigar case. No trouble to select
Treasurer's Statement 6u page 3 in
the particular size, shape and shade
Chicago. We show only what
of this issue appears the state treas
is being-- shown in the East.
like.
Zook's.
you
urers quarterly statement covering
Meet Monday A meeting of Die
the third quarter of the fiscal year,
committee on streets ami bridges ot that is
LINDJIARDT
from June 1 to August SI. The
the chamber of commerce will be held
is an extensive one. The re-report
at Assembly hall at 4::!0 p. in. .Mon125 Palace Ave.
capitulation shows that the balance on
idav.
.May 31, 11)13, was $48,876.12 and that
newa.u lor reiurn or i wo the receipts during the uuarter were
.
......
,...,.!.,..
stick Jims lost recently. One tur-''.."'o.o anil the iM.MiKins STXti can be grown to such advantage. An
,
...',....,.,..,...,
uuu une uuuim; i;u i:ie '.44
(inn
.', Lad,e8 Su,ts and L0"9 Coats
je.lnbit of dahlias may be seen in the
Wd"JW HbKe'
Jj.juuiDc
'windows of the .:. S. Hank & Trust
. Cathedral 'nZl
be sold on Saturday at prices that will
,
nn
,,,P
company.
iuuu yaros oi .viacras, regular price 6urprise you. N.Salmon.
to
color.
of
see
riot
the
itself
garden
71 cents per yard at 20 cents per yard,
vi,-- .
va
M,,tTh,....
Hack of the residence of .Mr. and .Mrs.
...
Tldurina our 15 davs'
Cash Sale. N. .
.....,;..ti
INI
H ,1...
lilt' IU Idl
iiimiio iinnuuiuiiui
'j, l'u,, A Hughes is a garden which
J Salmon.
i,.u. ,iiui,
,.ni, v.,n,.,
tlUlt Sillltli Fe IS til.1 llOllie t'f
You never go wrong
placing your presiding and Mrs. Hummers secre-the dahlia. A dahlia export from liosm,fish order with the Modern market. .,..n,,,,.,,,,,,.,,,!
,.i,n
Ion declared that not even "The Huh"
k
can show more beautiful specimens.
Ml
NIL
M,
..
T i.icrH "
i
'Die dahlia derives its name from Hie
nmut
la1
..I tin,
ml
me amj ....
in. t Wl.
uusiih-'bv.ti..n
uiai aireauy
T.
secretary's office of the chamber oi men lire members. A committee 011 Swedish botanist Mali). The llowers
....
in .in. nv law s was annoini'.'u.
p. in. uu
,.v... ...... Jt ....... t.....
auoi nor meei-n,uiiinin,
T September lith. IMPORTANT that all hjf will be held in a week.
single and cactus types. They vary
4. mem hers at end.
Just Received our Full line of'irum the smule type, not unliUe, a
Have that old iron made new. Indies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices daisy with broad rays, to the tiny,
T
moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call ami tightly quilled, formal 'pompon and to SB
Lnagey & lirvlen.
O
c.'icTiik.fliiWMreH
it. it ll lm
Masons Tn Meet There will lie
T
ilmlmct K.ltlilyles
Miimlter tin.
resenihlhipmeeting of .Montezuma Lodse Xo. 1,1 Leave for Vegas The boosters stat- - chrysanthemum. Yellow, lilac. -- Ill'"
al noon today, that they expect (ojand the deepest maroon, are found in
1 A. K. & A. M., at p. in. today follow-leed by supper at
o'clock. Visiting leave tor Las Vegas some time tins innumerable combinations. Home of
Masons are cordially welcome. By or- evening continuing their trip to New the beautiful dahlias now seen in Mrs.
York City.
All of the boosters ex-- j Hughes' garden are "The Geisha." the
der of the Worshipful Master.
Don't forget that Andrews will have pressed their pleasure at the reception jJriHiite," the "Or Kusby" (all of;
.
,
tomorrow everything obtainable in given (hem in this city and wen- parCecilia.'!
nermv
ticularly well impressed with climatic which is white
fruits and vegetables.
The "l.ariente" is a
When
in
were
conditions
here.
they
Kor three days
lavender pink and "Dr. Rushy" is ye!Cupid Takes Rest
itlie marriage license bureau has seen Arizona they slept In the day and low. The. decorative type of dahlia
,
at
traveled
of
because
the
night
no applications for those certificates
Is easily recognized by its solid center
tense heat in the desert.
entitling one to take an aisle stroll.
and is in all colors.
Visits Lamy County
Has the number of divorces tiled in a
Superintend j Xew Mexican "Want Ads
always
nearby room scared off the how god? out John V. Conway visited the public! bring results. Try it.
FOR RENT Five room modern school at l.amy during the. mornings
bottle you want
kind of
f
bouse one nnd
blocks from session. Mrs. Kutherine. H. I'ritchettl Any of all nursing brushes, baby
styles,
nipples
in
is
and
B.
(ho
charge
superintendent foods, talcum powders and the most
plaza. .Joseph
Hayward.
Picnics Up the Canyon Far up the declares the school is in lirst class careful
to
prescription department
at.
New
seats have been installed
altitudes
icunyon,
ranging from shape.
help baby when ill. Zook's.
to
ft.nun feet, Santa Feans are and the school house renovated entireS,0m
a
holding: picnics this week and several ly. Prof. J. II. Dowdeii, of the Raton
are on camping parties.
There is city schools, and .Mrs. Dowden were
scarcely a place in the world to sur- visitors at the school and expressed
pass the magnificence of the location themselves very much pleased.
and certainly none lo equal the purity
Tennis Games The players in the
of air and water.
tournament are requested to NEAR DEATH
We have a few Hart, Schaffner and tennis
turn out at the Santa Fe courts each
Marx Men's Suits left at $17.50. The
day at. 4 p. m. Every opportunity will
Hub, N. Salmon.
BY SMOTHERING
be offered for practice, nr. Rolls and
Elks Tonight A special feature ut F. C. Wilson two
of the best players
the Elks tonight and tomorrow night in the
city, were on the courts vesterwill be the presentation of the his
day for several hours. Those who do
at Denver when
celebration
the urn niiiv tuiiniu lire inrii.ui t.. i, .. i
Fjtif Hiisninin. With Airl nf Carrliii.
"
"
the games and to keep up a running
'""r. "
recently. This great picture w ill be fire of comment on the New .Mexican
Effects Her Deliverance.
on
is
the
said
reel
Pnthe
and
given
for printing items concerning this do-to be one of the finest ever taken of
lightful sport.
an event of this Mud.
N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, ol
Dr0P ln ant) see tl,e variety of bali- ItlieDraper, cave
Good home cooking onlek service!
"I QlfficrpH fnr vparc
nlarp
ery goods at Andrews on Saturday.
wilh pains in my leftside, and would
at the Plaza Cafe.
Nice new seedless grapefruit, 10c at often almost smother to death.
Hotels Filled The Santa Fe hotels
Medicines patched me up for awhile
seem to be doing a good business and Andrews.
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it is astonishing to see how many
Oh You Ragl-- The
First Kegiment
he wanted me to
husband decided
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travelers arrive here on the late
will tender a strictly "Hag
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trams. Walking around the plaza dance next Saturday night at the arm-- ; ii y cmum,
bought me a bottle and began using it.
une nonces ou iiiunj new uices an lory, unci ine popular new uances will It did me more gOOU man all Ine medl- evmence ot ine popularity ot the ,ew be a owed. However, if there s anv cines I had taken.
iMexico climate at this time of the abuse of the privilege the floor com- I have induced many of my friends to
mitlee will immediately request such fry Cardui, and they all say they have
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use. There never
Has Mishap Running out of oil, offenders to leave the Door. Itumirez beeni benefitedi bv its...:n
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John V, Conway's automobile is in had orchestra has been practicing on the
'be,ieve it
shape today. "Engine's burned out," latest new music tor these dances, and a g00d medicine for all womanly trou- said a chauffeur. "So, It's the hear- those attending will be assured that 515,"
can fix up there will be 110 feature of the evening
ings," said Mr. Conway.
p,. over 50 years Cardui has been re- the, car for $27,. Despite this misfor program that may not he enjoyed by Heving woman's sufferings and building
tune I shall continue my tour of the all.
weak women up to health and strength,
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INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
comity. The speeches will continue.
you are Z woman, give it a fair trial.
I'll be there with hells on."
BE SURE.
jit should surely help you, as it has a
A Rag Dance
N. M. Federation of Women's Clubs million others.
The Xew Mexican Is
requested to announce that there will -- The advance program for Ihe third! Get a bottle of Cardui
be a rag dance at the armory Septem-- annual meeting of the New Mexico
ll'ritt tn: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladies'
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Does a General Banking Business.
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Cut Prices in All Departments.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

CALL AND SEE US.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

PHONE

180.

,

7

FOR SALE

BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.

FOR SALE

RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms best
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
Will sell for $6,500 if faken within next 10 days

u,h,n,.

1

ii

Completely furnished,
$60.00 per month,

Best of location.

1

.

vj..i.

111

KZ'S. m"
-
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Bnw;
rllK nriiT
rn riwonicejy
si lurnisned rooms, Halace Ave.
Eight-roo-
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,,.
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REST CONTENT.

AND

We Have a Purchaser for a
THREE TO FIVE-ACRTRACT OF LAND
E

,.'

-

l
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INSURE WITH IIAYWARD

South Side of City. Have you such a tract, improved or unimproved, at a Reasonable Price ?
and you Mill Rive us price, without discounting the
future, we can make a sale.

On
If so,'

i

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)

:

1 :

A

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE,

LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St.,
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

L. POLLARD,

President.

J. CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer.

Secretary.

(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

GENERAL

HSJTTour Business Solicited.pSf
Phone 100 and 35 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

B. HAY WARD,

and 9,

.....

ash !

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
and let
trial
us a

us show you.

Give

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisfeo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.

(1

,,

;

in--

For quick results,
little "WANT."

DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a line
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-grad- e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE LOW RATES NOW

Los Angeles or

San

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS.

$55.55

Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

POMES

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

T

v

cn

St. Paul
Denver.

. .
. .
. .

New York

.

$51.85
$51.85
$21.10
$78.85

St. Louis

$47.35
Minneapolis $51.85
Pueblo . . . $16.35
Col. Springs $18.15

,y

lo.nl,

mi.Hr,,,

llO

SOCORRO, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M.

COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrlca Engineering and Mechanical Engi-

beef, hens, broilers, etc.

and Price the Quality

Dickling

Reason
Is Now Here
The Secret
of Good

Pickles is
in the

Vinegar
HAVE

PURE APPLE
WHITE

MALT

3.

VINEGAR

PICKLING VINEGAR
AND

SALAD

H.

CIDER

HEINZ

SPICED

VINEGAR.

KAUNE

&

CO.

Where Prices ar B-- st
N- Fnn Snfe
Oualitv
-

For full Information, or catalogue, address

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO,

NEW MEXICO.

one-fift-

8

fj. S.

.

neering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere;
close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cose
etc.

II

OIB HS.V

tiUWL"

ed to call special meetings. Special
rate of one and
fares will he
who
AU
those
Attention
Motorists,
given to Sanla Fe from a,ll points on
wish to motor to Taos to take in the the Santa Fe lines and the New Mexwill ico Central and also on the El Paso
:10,
rndian dance September
please meet at 3:.in p. m. tomorrow at & Sonthewestern, available October 6
to retur.li limit October IS. Santa Fe
club women will be glad lo entertain
delegates in their homes; should the
KAUNE
CO. delegates prefer to go to hotels, the
De Vargas and Montezuma will give
special rates. Delegates are request- ?
Where Quality Governs the Price

steer

Return Limit, October 31st,'

For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.

PROMPT SERVICE.

3 1 0 San Francisco St.

SCHOOL OF MINES

?w

i

t.o

CN SALE DAILY IKTIL SEPTEMBER 22TK.

Chicago

1;;,
y.

RATES-EA- ST

. .

Re-

NEW MEXICO

i

$45.55

SUMMER TOURIST

- - PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

,

j

San Diego,

Francisco

STREET.

aEai"-ina'--

,,.

EXCURSIONS

CALIrOHINIA
AND THE EAST

SAN FRANCISCO

,

r

-

NSlMEfl

HAS IT '

-
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sHENRY KRICKe

MANAGER,

City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N. M.

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE " HAYWARD
'

1

Buy For

Capital

."i

one-hal-

Lumber and Transfer Co.

Rooms 8

'
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L. A. HUGHES,

JOSEPH

ZX
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THE AMERICAN

I

HELLO
YES, THIS IS

THE

which they prefer, hotels or private
'homes. The sessions of the conven-- 1
tion will be held in the beautiful Scot- -

PURE FOOD

tish Rite Cathedral.
Wanted fifty men for board and
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza

GROCERY

Cafe.
How To Run a Newspaper It is
great fun to run a newspaper. Moreover, the work keeps an editor humble
so bumble that "we" is used instead
of "I." It is a great job to get out a
book of news each day and great fun
to hear the criticisms passed on "such
foolish articles." Today a reader said
to a representative of the New Mexican: "I think it Is about time to stop
these nonsensical articles on the rag
dances and on tennis." He was asked
if he ever ragged. "No," was the reply. "And do you ever play tennis?"
The critic admitted that he had no
time to play tennis. To this man and
to other critics who are in the class
of those "who jest at scars though they
have never felt a wound" the follow
ing advice is given: Take a few

ysJIlll

I
,

Phone 262.

J

Sf
jx$$N
tV';?IC';:

I

trade mrk watermark
--

eci.Totp

I

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
.

NO MADAM We do not give
premiums with our Coffee. You
can't make good Coffee out of
poor Beans. You can't expect to
make good coffee out of the

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

kinds that are half Premium, for
remember, you can't put the
Premium in the Cup Have a
Cup of our Coffee.
40c 35c
Gold Band Line
Bonnette
Old Fort Mocha & Java
White House . . Barrington Hall
I.iptons Yellow Label
Good value the beHt of the
cheaper coffees
Our bulk coffees the same
grade you pay 40c for in
cans
,

And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
10091 efficient, you would specify

30c
40c
40c
40c
40c
40c

25c
swings on the glassy pine or jump
around the tennis court until you get
a new circulation of blood. Then per
35c
haps you will find certain parts of the
paper more interesting. If not, send in
Co.
your subscription to the New Thought
The New Mexican can not
Magazine.
please all the people with every item
"TheQualityShop"
printed; even hotel men usually put
more in the bill of fare than one man
" PHONIT "
ia expected to eat and digest.
on
$10.00 In Gold for the wise one
Saturday at Salmon's.
Santa Feans
Beautiful Dahlias
mav nnt Vnnw that the dahlia, found
in Innumerable combinations, thrives 2
in Santa Fe; In fact there are tevl &uurulnnJWlnwnnuuuwuJj

Modern Grocery

t

coupes nm
(Fac-Simi-

Water-Mark-

)

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
Let us show you samples.
difference.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,
Santa Ft, N. M.

AGEN"tV

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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Entered as Second Class Matter at
The Santa Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexicano

1W. 1VI.
RANCH,
The Pecos River the best trout

Fishing in its prime.
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

the Santa Fe Poatoftlce
Published Daily
English Weekly
Spanish Weekly

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Charles

M.

r

President

Bronson M. Cutting:

Edor

J. Wight Giddings

Booklet Free on Request
once they get to running things.
Advancing.
I noticed in one of the Chicago papers the other day a description of
the labor day observance and saw
that for the first time since'this day
has been instituted the parade event
has been eliminated. It seemed to me
a most sensible thing as the day
ought to be one of comfort and the
observance of it should bring a little
relief from that toil of which every
man grows at times, weary.
I have often wondered as I saw the
big inarching columns in the parade of
this particular day, if the men who
were trudging along in the line would
not rather be resting from the labor
which was that day being recognized,
than to be working as hard as ever
though in a different way. To be sure
in the earlv davs of the movement it
was perhaps well to have a little show
in the way of an exhibition, and to
have a blare of noise and a lot of
showy clothes that would attract attention to the day and for whom it
was being recognized, but it has become a regular day for observance
now and it does not need any special
performance. It ought to be rest day
and be spent, with the home folks and
in the enjoyment of the woods or the
parks instead of on the line of march
in the heat and the dust which can be
had any day.
This doing away with the labor day
parade is a .good sign and a progressive sign and in keeping with the
march of events and with the step of
advancement in the more sensible
things of the every day life. It is a
fact that we are progressing in one
thing and that is in giving the affairs
of every day a little more consideration from the standpoint of common
sense. The workingman is thinking
now as he has not before and is giving
the topics of the times a more genuine
consideration and perhaps the doing
away with the old fashioned parade is
one of the results of his thoughtful-ness- .

A LAME EXCUSE.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Oally, par year, by mall
Daily, U months, by mall
Weakly, per year.

5.00
$2.58
S1.00

Dally, par quarter, fcy mall
Dally, per quarter, by oarrlar
Weekly, si months
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"All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

STILL CLINGS TO IT.'

Professor Taft lias spoken again and, as would be expected, he favors
and as would be further
expected, he favors their appointment for life.
This expression was given at the meeting of the Bar Association just
urges this method, among other things,
held in Montreal, and the
because it would give the judges greater independence.
Yes, it would do that. It would make them more independent of the
people. That is the doctrine of those who still cling to the idea that the
people are of not much account, anyway, when it conies to the management
of their affairs.
Professor Taft admits that, the people have really selected some good
have rejudges in the past and might do so in the future and that they
elected some excellent men, but they cannot be depended upon. The
does not for a moment doubt that the appointive power can ever err
or that the appointment made by that power can ever be influenced by any
other desire than that of justice and righteousness.
Professor Taft has failed entirely to catch the drift of the times and
the demand for different methods in our governmental affairs.
He fails to see that the rule of the people is to be the controlling force
in the future and still clings to the vanishing idea that a certain clique and
the leaders of a party must be the referees and the final court of determination In all public matters.
said that only
tn arivncaitv of a life tenure for judges the
be hedued around with "Immunity from
nr.i,iri tin. tiiriiniMi-i,., ti.1,,
.....
,.
Plertnrate and from the influence of a parti-h, th
,.iritv
"r",
",SMI! WmUllVC icfiiniuuiic.
And yet might it not be better to have tne judiciary "neagea arounu oy
the will of the people than by the influences that have been performing
this duty and doing it so assiduously?
inWe think the danger of the association with those who have been the
struments of appointment is certainly as great as it would be if the electorate
had the power of selection.
The position of Professor Taft is out of touch with the sentiment of the
day, though it may still be in favor in Vermont and Utah.

the appointment of judges rather than an election,
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BYSTANDER
SEES IT.

So Gullible.
do not know as the American peo-

j
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Freedom in Dress.
The slashed skirt is here in Gallup
now in dainty creations adding to the
attractiveness of some graceful wearers with nothing under the slash, either but scenery.
Some people who have never even
seen one have suggested that a patch
be worn under the slash as is customary with some men who wore slashed
coat tails, but this seems unnecessary
as the wear there doesn't seem to be
sufficient to justify it.
Women's apparel has drawn men's
attention ever since the fig leaf became the rage, and there are men
like the Phoenix chief of police, if reports be true, who get their backs up
every little while, and want to dictate in regard to dress, as if women,
bless their hearts, hadn't forgotten
more about moral laws and propriety
than they ever knew.
We believe in a freedom of dress
and in the privilege to "rubber" and
get moon eyed if we choose, regardless of what some "Willie Boys" say
to the contrary. Gallup Republican.

no

the

IS

"POCKET MONEY"
every

all distressing breaks; who always
do the proper thing in proper time
and place, who never add a column
wrong or a wanted thing misplace.
Put we had rather make mistakes,
bulls, blunders large and small
than make the terrible
mistake of
doing not at all; for dead men are
the only ones, so far as we can
find, who really never make mistakes
or breaks of any kind. Alamogordo

SEPTEMBER

5, 1913.
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

....General Manager

Stauffer

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

Santa Fe New Mexican
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G
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to spend on trifles which bring

return.

The man who makes a practice of putting his money in the bank saves
money he would otherwise fritter away.
The old custom of keeping on hand cash to pay bills and expenses is

largely displaced by drawing checks for the necessary sums. Money deposited with a strong financial institution, such as THE FIRST NATIONAL
BANK, and checked against, in addition to affording safety, saves time,
as you can write out the exact amount required and mail the check, thus
eliminating a personal call.
We invite your account.

THE

FIRST

NATIONAL BANK

OF

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

SANTA FE

$242,000.00.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA

FE, NEW

MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled.

Rooms en suit with

ple are any more gullible than any
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
other, but we do certainly get it handcentral Location.
and
to
direction
us
from every
ed
by
every method. 1 saw the other day a
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
cherry pit swindle and it worked as all
these schemes work and the suckers
bit with the same avidity that they
SPECIAL PRIZES
Lave been biting since the time when
FOR THE BIG FAIR
Barnuin recognized the weakness ot
humanity for the novel things and,
-- In adturned loose all the fakes and monAlbuquerque, X. M Sept.
strosities that he knew the crazy
dition to the licst
premiums already
crowd would stand for.
published by the fair management,
MR. HARVEY 0 ATM AN,
This latest is the story of a man
Superintend! nt John Rueb, of the Annual Poultry Show, atmo'iiTcs mill
who sold those cherry pits for lily
Proprietor of the
12 special prizes have been offered
MONTEZUMA
seeds and when he sold them he col- BILLIARD PARLORS,
anil the entries are coining from all
lected his little two dollars per and
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
parts of the country, California,
vamoused at once. These cherry pits
The Best That Can be Bought I
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We have always thought that the waters, grape juice, and buttermilk, was held. Growing interest in the
wrath'' and
"honesty is the best policy." that "a soft answer turneth away
doctors sometimes put it over on ua . tl)e Dauers state. but our sympathy loi eat American Hen In New Mexico
EVERYONE WELCOME!
M.
that "thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel just."
poor Democratic war Us .largely responsible for the growth
Yet no sooner does a statesman proceed to put any of these truisms into with bread pills and that sort ot tiling goes out t0
Office United States Bank Building
old Mr. Worldly Wiseman and maybe they do and maybe they horse who is expected to be satisfied V the annual poultry exhibition. The
practice than critics begin to sneer or to chide and
(FIRST PLOOK)
den't. But in the cherry pit case the With extract of lemon. Raton Range, farmers are finding out that there is
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hail blue about it, it has rained and we prospects for this year's
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
"failure" to work a quick miracle in Mexico, And this was the burden of tell him that the out of town one
ordered these wonderful seeds end; will have some grass if we don't make are significant of the progress of the
good companies, good protection
their talk:
would the doctor who was at home any crops. We should be thankful for industry in the state,
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of
,ne
a,Tlva
The Only New unabridged dicpr;
granting of a franchise. Under an act wires daily that show that local
man
the crowd
TTTTTTTTTTTT
tionary in many years.
of the recent legislature, it was be- ons are not only selling better but
w,on'a out:
faanta Fe Lodge
Contains the pith and essence
lieved that an election would not be are quoted better than melons from
11
No. 2, Knights of
"Come on, fellows, we
dump the
of an authoritative library.
necessary, but as the court, has ruled all other markets. The 'Packer,' the c, over.
meets
Covers every field of knowlPythias
otherwise, the company will be glad u.gges,. traae journal in tne west is
nstan,v 100 men spranK , forward
every Second and
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
to snbmit the granting of a franchise! quoting local melons above those from; whiIe
of
as mld
a8 man
Fourth Friday or
single book.
to the people. The election will be all other markets. From the best the car lifted, the others
the month at 8
pushed, and
The Only Dictionary with the
held as soon as it can be tinder the that 1 can learn our melons are being
o'clock p. m.
;jn PBS than two minutes the big carl
New Divided Page.
law. Gallup Republican.
above
all others. The crashed down on Its side, leaving the
given preference
2700 Pages.
Meeting In R. 400,000 Words.
excellent way the melons have been bleeding and mangled form of the
of P.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
Hall over
Three Oil Rigs Going.
picked and packed has had much to Ichild between the tracks.
Kaune's store.
half a million dollars.
do with their success as sellers."
Pcdiee of the Fourth and York
The Pecos Valley Oil and Gas
All visiting! Let us tell you about thij most
now has three rigs going down,
Apples are moving slowly just now Streets station arrested James Bring-bu- t
remarkable single volume.
Knights are most
after oil. The drop rig which was
it is a little too early to be able (hurst, of 10 Opal street, the motor-tWrite for sample
cordially invited.
installed on the Martin lease, in the
man, and Simon the conductor. They
tell anything sure about them.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
paca, full parIwere locked tip for a hearing this
place of the rotary which was first Roswell News.
ticulars, etc.
RE1NGARDT. K. of R. and S.
motorman
The
said
the
there, was started this week after
morning.
Name this
some delay in getting repairs. This
ichild ran in front of the car as he was
Red River Looks Up.
paper and
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
we will
down
for
street
the
Norris
C.
hole, which was put down to the. cap
C. Clapper,
Through Mr.
Its regular
Lodge No. 259, hold
send free
rock by the rotary, will be drilled on ager of the Red River Trading com- - crossing,
meeting on the first Thursday of each
a set of
down until oil is found and it Is ex- pany, who has been a visitor in Raton
month at Fireman's hall at 7:3ft p. m.
Pocket
pected it will not take long to reach this past week, we receive most en- - CMn A"Cf Dllf I
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
MapB
the first stratum. The other two rigs, enuriiEniir rpnnrta nn mliiinir nn,.i-- i. U1II1I iJk.U UWbl
come.
one on the Terry lease and the other tions in the Red River gold mining
KILLS FARM HAND
BENITO ALA RID, President
on the Oklahoma lease, are going district.
Several of the larger com- DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
down
and practically all interest panies now operating in the district
right
Canal Doverj ohio g t 5.chris.
is now centered on the work of this are making preparations to enlarge
ODD FELLOWS,
;thm
farm
Smelt!!ley( 54 years old
&C.MerriuaC.
company which is now said to he their capacity for handling ore. The
No. 2, I. O. O. P.
Eprliigfleld. Maui.lKl
well backed by capital to develop the Caribel mine of H. L. Pratt is closed hand, employed by Otto Ladrich, of
Santa
Fe
Lodge
Ragersville was gored to death by a
meets
regularly
bull. When being Jed to water the
8
at
every
o'clock
Thursday
evening
animal turned on Smeltzley and atin Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting brothtacked him, throwing him to the
BILL
GREAT LINER. ground.
er! always welcome.
Altohugh the bull was dehorned, the
furious onslaughts made on the man
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
by the animal with head and hoofs
prevented escape, and after a struggle
GEO. B. FRANK AND HIS WONDERFl'L BEAN.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
of a few minutes in the barnyard
the man became unconscious.
His It Took Him Three Years of Experi string bean, without the string, and
head was crushed and his body badly
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
color and texture of the wax bean
ment to Perfect New Vegetable
A.
&
R'Y
mangled.
are
His Garden a Back Yard 50 Feet without any of its drawbacks,
City Attorney.
After kUling the man, the bull esenormous. The yield is double that Capital City Bank Building,
Square.
caped to a road and the entire comRooms
TIME TABLE
The beans are
San Diego, Cat, Sept. 5. "It doesn't of any other bean.
munity was terrified for an hour. Fin- amount to a hill of beans."
Santa Fe, New Mexico
larger than other beans. And presbull
was
the
ally
captured.
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Whoever it was that coined that ent indications are that it is going to
phrase had evidently never met Geo. be a perennial bean.
G. W. PRICHARD,
PERFECT CONFIDENCE
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conWhen Frank first crossed "KentucB. Frank, San Diego beanologist.
Attorney and Coumellor-at-Law- .
nect with No. 3 westbound and
an
A "hill of beans" such as Mr. Frank ky Wonder" string beans with
Practices in all the District Count
Santa Fe People Have Good Reason has learned after long study to pro ordinary wax bean the result was a
No. 10 eastbound.
For Complete Reliance.
titan somewhat larger than average and gives special attention to caset
duce, amounts to a whole lot.
arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Returning,
before
the
State
Court.
Supreme
Jack of the fabled beanstalk would and greenish in hue. This he crossed Office:
m.
M
Do you know how
N.
Santa
Laughlin
Bldg.,
Fe,
appear as a novice in the Frank class. back with the wax bean.
No. 3 carries passengers to AlbuTo find relief from backache:
Burbank never did anything to beat
The result was that, he eliminated
To correct distressing urinary ills. it.
querque, locally, and to Pacific
.
F.
Chas.
H.
Chas.
a
the
vine
and
Easley,
climbing
produced
Easley
To assist weak kidneys?
Coast points.
EASLEY & EA'jLEY,
Frank lives at fl.11 Franklin ave dwarf bush on which appeared a bean
Your neighbors know the way
nue. He was never laenunea wnn ine with all of the good qualities of both
Leave
t
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conaw.
Attorneys-aHave used Doan's Kidney Pills;
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
'back to the soil" movement," but he wax and string beans with none of
Practice In the Court and baton
Have proved their worth in many thinks that way. He loves nature. the
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Land Department
objectionable features of either.
tests.
"Cut-offThe pods of the Frank bean average
with
That's the principal reason why he
Albuquerque
and
Lnd
titles
grants
examined.
Here's Santa Fe testimony.
has created the most remarkable bean six to seven inches long. There are Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eitai
train for Clovis and v'ecos ValA. Rodriguez, baggage man, S. Pal- - that a
world ever encoun- to :iO pods to a bush and an aver
ley points.
cla, N. M.
aco Ave., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: stored
aee of six beans to the pod. The bean
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
Returning,
"I used to have sharp twinges in the
three
was
in
years ago itself is perfectly white, although after
it
Oregon
m.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
small of my back. I had headaches jthat Frank became interested in bean ithe first cross it was trreen The pods
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conand often got very dizzy. The pains culture. He works in a garden 50 feet are transparent and snap like a
Dentist
nect with No. 7 westbound cartroubled me for a long time and al-- square.
Ow Bpltz Jewelry 8 tor
People who have eaten them
Rooms 1, 2 and I.
Scientific bean production requires are begging Frank for some of the
though I tried different remedies, no-rying El Paso sleeper, alao No.
4 eastbound.
thing did me any good. One day Ijpatience and skill. Frank had both seed.
They declare that the bean Phone Red 6.
saw Doan's Kidney Pills advertised in
Office Houri g a. m. te i . m.
jThree years ago, when he took anjuterally melts in one's mouth.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 1:35
local paper and I got some. They .ordinary string bean and a common thoimh the first rron has heen har- And by Appointment
cured my back and head and made wax bean and proceeded to mate them vested and the plants are to all ap- Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conme reel better In everyway. I have ihe didn't exactly know what would Ipearances dead, new plants are sprout- It will not pay you to watte your
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
used Doan's Kidney Pills several be the result. He is no longer in ing from the roots, which indicates time
out
your legal forms
writing
No. 9 westbound.
times Bince and they have always doubt He has, by uniting the pollen that the bean will be perpetual.
when you can get them already printWill Perfect Cucumber Next.
of the two beans and crossing it back
brought good results."
New
ed at the
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:30
Mexican Printing com
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 and forth, created a bean which has
"I firmly believe," said the bean exa. m.
Ban.
cents.
the bean perimenter, "that this bean will be
Co., Buffalo, jcompletely revolutionized
of
the the most widely used.
New York, sole agents for the Unitetd kingdom. And he is as proud
now
I am
for
Work for the New Mexican.
It Is Call
EMPEROR WILIJAM OF GERM ANY (MAN WITH WHITE CAP ON) States.
wonderful bean as a father of a child. going to work to perfect the cucum- BEINSPECTING THE MONSTER STEAMSHIP "IMTRE3UATOR," JUST
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Remember the name Doan's and
The commercial possibilities of theiber, and I hope for as good luck
Reports.
the new state.
ake no othu.
FORE) SHE SAILED FOR AMERICA THE LiAST TIME.
Frank bean, which has the size of the Itbis case" a!s Frank.
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and three others at Des Moines, and
He is a mill hand. He complained to
HATS
A. C. Hanson, crown prosecutor, thai NEW
every known legal dodge was tried.
Deen. won at every step, however, and
he saw Jerome playing cards and this
morning .fust ice of the Peace .lames
having Anally obtained possession of
IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
iBARTLETT
XX
;McKee signed the warrant. Jerome
his prisoner by a court decision, ana
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
S
from
the
had just stepped
telephone
hearing that some oilier attempt was IN
They are Swell, at
TeleDhone
.u .. . ..
...,,.
the- Postal Tela-- .
to bo made to stop him, he hired
"iiH i uuiiiaii
(UUUlli ill mo "wk-I- i
no.
ao
it
you
Bci
i.umHny
John Andrews, somewliat
diffident,
yio'i
motor and a la Thaw, set out for the
HATCHERY
...... Ul .nam
........
..
anH mm uuill h Ha. 1
vour naner
u naiiycn,
Auto Delivery Every Hour !
'
tvuuiu
" Una. uncertain
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
slate line which he reached
"Z
iltoW ll,m 66 was unoer arresl- being apprehended. He and his pris
Another car of that famout EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
"
Jerome started witn surprise ana
.VexNew
cner then took the train for
will ouy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
TO
then smiled gravely and was led away
H.
Dr.
R.
N'ew
York
of
Reynolds,
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unto jail.
Hector Verret, of counsel for
City, is visiting friends here.
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
New York in the Thaw proceedings,
Convict
.V.
D.
Mrs.
Escapes.
of
Edwards,
Winslow, rushed to the jail, confirmed reports
September 15th a $30.00 blcyclo and to the next highest a watch.
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
COLFAX COUNTY RANCHMAN OFFERS
Notices have been received here of Ariz., is at the De Vargas hotel.
and
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
of his associate's predicament
of Pedro Barela from the
the
L.
Mr.
Mrs.
E.
and
of
escape
Merchant,
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
Ithen went to the office of the justice.
STATE GAME DEPARTMENT USE.
convict road camp at .Mulligan Gulch, Carlsbad, are at the Montezuma.
The complaint against Mr. Jerome OPIUM SMUGGLERS
near
Barela,
San
L.
E.
Mr.
Mrs.
Marcial,
and
Tuesday,
Merchant
of
OF HIS 2,000,000 CAPACITY FISH
who is 22 years old, was sentenced Carlsbad, are spending a few days in was made by Milford Aldrich, a citlOPERATE FROM MEXICO.
zen of Coaticook, who swore that he
HATCHERY IN STOCKING STREAMS! from Lincoln county, May 30, 11)12, to the city.
serve a term of three years for burgJ. P. McNulty, the well known min- had seen Jerome playing poker in pubI.os Angeles, Cal Sept. 5. The exOF STATE WITH TROUT.
lary. He has black hair, brown eyes, ing man of Cerrillos, is at La Salle lic yesterday. Jerome was taken to istence of a Mexican opium ring,
the jail where Thaw was confined,
weighs 152 pounds and is 5 feet, 10 hotel.
in Lower California to distribute
inches tall. A reward of $50 is offered
Miss Jouett Fall, who has been vis- when brought heer two weeks ago.
the drug throughout California, was
OFFER MEANS MUCH TO
authorities
by the state penitentiary
iting Miss Ruth Lauglilin, has returnJerome was locked in a small cell revealed here yesterday through the
for his recapture.
ed to her home at Three Rivers.
and no one was allowed to see him. arrest of Ralph Morris, of Oakland,
NEW MEXICO FISHERMAN
Judge H. L. Waldo, for many years At 11 o'clock he had not retained Cal.
Goes After Barrett.
attorney for the Santa Fe railroad, is counsel. The complainant, Aldrich, Is
A suitcase containing 100
Sheriff Kmil James of Socorro, was here on business. He is stopping at a mill hand.
tael cans of opium, valued at
W. H. Bartlett of Vermejo Park, in
Albuquerque, between trains last the De Vargas.
from Morris.
Je- $4,000 was taken
A
followed
outbreak
Colfax county, has tendered to the night, on his way to Fall River,
J. V. Tully, member of the first state
to the police said
according
Morris,
rome's
arrest.
about
Crowds
the
state, through
state game warden, Mass., where he goes to get Steve legislature from Lincoln county, is in
gathered
he recently had been employed as a
the
for
Thaw!
C.
of
de Baca, the use
his Barrett, wanted on a charge of forg the city for a day or two from his
iTrinidad
jail, shouting "Hooray
bartender in Mexicali, Lower CaliforNow we'll deport Jerome.''
fish hatchery on his big ranch there, ery, Barrett was arrested by Pinker- - ranch near Glencoe.
and while there had met the head
nia,
under conditions which have been ac- tons working for
disclaimed any of the opium ring. He said the opium
Thaw's lawyers
the American j F c Vox generaI manager of the
cepted by the game warden.
Bankers' association.
was brought in Mexico at $12 a can
Santa Fe from Amarillo, and Judge H. knowledge of the arrest.
This hatchery was built by Mr.
L. Waldo of Las Vegas, solicitor for
The belief prevailed that it was due and that he expected to sell it in
Bartlett about three years ago to
Suit on Bond.
New Mexico for the A. T. & S. F., are solely to ill feeling among the towns California for $40 a can.
stock the streams on his liOO.OOO acre
Service was had this afternoon on , the itv t0()av
people, who resented Jerome's presestate in Colfax and Taos counties, the state superintendent of insurance'
A
ence.
rfiinr atanh son
MAY HAVE KINDERGARTEN
it has a capacity of 2,0(10,000 fish at in the case of the Torpedo Mining
,
.,.,.,'
IN WARD NUMBER ONE
Mr. Jerome, as a specially oppolnt- a hatching, and as a result of the three company vs The National Surety com- on a
Jose D. Sena stated today that J.
ed deputy general of the state of New
was
in
case
streams
this
on
the
his
defendant
The
puny.
years' operation,
and
weeks' fishing trip. Mr. Staab lives York is the leader of the
Conway, city truant officer,
ranch are now well stocked. There is:on the bond of Nicolas Galles, receiver in Oklahoma
City, and says he has not forces here. Mr. Jerome was taken working under orders from the city
no need of running the hatchery' at for the plaintiff. The case is In the
visited Santa Fe for nearly ten into custody at his hotel, the Coati- - board of education, was canvassing
capacity now, since ilr. Bartlett esti- federal court,
1 to
years.
cook house, by Policeman John An- - tne oue children in Ward No.
a
will
fish
mates that 00,000
yearly
warrant
were nu
(nere
.1. S. Freeman, who for some months drews.
"
,to,
so
he
could
was
He
jsee
Acsurprised
Federal Grand Jury.
kefjp his streams well stocked.
esiamiamiient ut a. Kinue. gai
has been working here as orAs a
he
cordingly, when Game Warden Baca Subnoenas were issued today for past
there. He also stated that there is
afterthis
left
for
the
ante
Yeoman,
in
a
had
ganizer
the
game some
was at the Bartlett ranch last month, witnesses in cases to come before
penny
indulged
complaint on account of children
the proposition of allowing the state federal grand jury which meets next noon for Wichita Falls, Texas, where yesterday with some newspaper men. not being allowed to attend at the high
work.
.
his
continue
he
will
2a
organization
a mum "!school
game department to run the hatchery month. Tt is said that there are
iney useu a uu cae
build)ng. Ih answer to this he
was discussed.
Since that time the or 20 cases to come before the grand Mrs, Freeman went to Kansas City sat in an automobile waiting for
th(f boar(i nad deeided that
t,at
to
Wichita resumption of the Thaw hearing.
for a visit before going
YYYYYYVYVVYYYrWrW
details have been agreed upon, and jury.
(children belonging to a ward must
Falls.
Page Olero, assistant game warden,
News of the arrest of Jerome swept go to the school in that ward, if their
W. W. Tull of Chicago, who was
New Chief Clerk.
left last evening for Vermejo Park
the town like wild fire. The grade is taught there. This actioit
through
C. F. Kanen, formerly assistant sec- here two years ago as a tourist, is back
to complete the final arrangements.
Thaw hearing had in the meantime Is taken to prevent overcrowding at
will retary of state, today took up his in the city. He is interested in land
As now outlined, Mr. Bartlett
jthe high school.
been adjourned.
donate the use of the hatchery to the duties as chief clerk for the state
near the Arroyo Hondo and is well imA. C. Hanson, crown prosecutor
forj"
of
this
a
as
state
In
the
as
the
with
Hardware.
state
for
time
long
possibilities
pressed
Everything:
oiiiuHLtrau l'1'Uiii..v, !Mtu hut nui ail 1.
cares to use it. In return the state
country. Mr. Xull is with the water He said that
Jerome would have a
streams.
the
in
V
for
that
KILLED
use
his
MEN
OF
and
to
him
of
is
HEIRS
bureau
Chicago,
.
says
H.
WM.
ILFELD.
WICKHAM
give
LUDWKI
a magistrate within 24
DISCHARGES
IN TUNNEL GET DAMAGES. Windy City measures water through hearing before
900.000 out of each 2,000.000 hatched.
hours. The charge is "common gamb- meters.
and agrees to employ the experienced
RELIEVED IN j
17,000
5.
Kans., Sept.
Judgments
Topeka,
max-!
ling on railroad property." The
fish culturist now employed by Mr. awarding damages to relatives of two
1
imum penalty, according to the crown
24 HOURS
Bartlett to run the plant.
1
men who lost their lives while work JEROME JAILED ON
one year's imprison-rien- t
"S i
Each Cap- GAMBLING CHARGE, prosecutor, is
It is now planned to start work on ing in the Raton tunnel, near Raton,
sule bears (MIDYII
with no option of a fine.
the first hatch sometime in January, N. M., were awarded yesterday against
the
naineSvly
Jerome was admitted to $500 bail
so that the little fish will be ready the Santa Fe Railway company in the
(Continued from page one).
Beware of nmv terjeits
shortly before 12 o'clock. He left the
for distribution about the first of first division of the district court, by
ALL Dltl'CidlSTS j
j
on Au- he expected Harry K. Thaw's arrival jail smiling.
According to estimates made Judge A. W. Dana. A cave-iApril.
in the game warden's office, to hatch gust 20 is alleged to have caused the here shortly.
2.000,000 trout will cost the state $2,- - death of both of the men. who were
Coaticook, Quebec, Sept. 5. William
to
a like in the employ of the railroad company. Travers Jerome relaxed his vigil in
700, whereas
purchase
amount would cost $7,"00. It would
Mrs. Sarah Dobson the mother of the case of Harry K. Thaw today for
be possible to hatch twice a year, it James E. Dobson, one of the men, the first time since he was retained
Sol. Agants For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
is said, but for the present, but one was given a judgment for $1,100.
by New York to bring about the fugiAll kinds of flowers, arden & field seeds in bulk and packages hatching annually will be made.
4LF&LFA SEED.
was single and was 19 years old. tive's return to Mattewan.
f
The reason was that Mr. Jerome was
Mrs. Katherine Fleenor, the widow
The game warden's department is
and funds of Fred Fleenor, the other man killed, in jail.
more than
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
For nearly an hour he stood in a
for this additional expenditure will be was given a judgment for $2,250. Fleeavailable from the income of the of- nor was 36 years old, and besides his small cell in the Coaticook lockup,
(charged with gambling on railway
fice, so that it will not bring any ex- widow left a son about 10 years old.
Before
property.
Shortly before noon he
Phone B,ack tra burden upon the state.
Phone Black I
was released on $50O bail for a hearthe arrangement was made, however, HUNDREDS OF CHINESE
Mr. Baca consulted the attorney genFOR MEXICAN RANCHES. ing before a magistrate tomorrow.
Meanwhile, the special board of ineral and received a favorable opinion
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 5. Four
sitting to determine whether
quiry,
from him that the course outlined hundred and
coolChinese
Thaw sha.il be deported, heard two
above was not prohibited by any law. ies, the first
arconsignment of 5,000,
It will be remembered that at the rived here yesterday by the liner Chi-y- witnesses and adjourned, announcing4
that a decision would he made at
of the legislature,
ilast two- sessions
Maru, bound for the Mexican
bills have been Introduced providing ranches of William Randolph Hearst, p. m.
The witnesses examined in the
for the establishment of a state fish General Harrison Grey Otis and Harry
were Thaw himself and
forenoon
did
at
but
neither session,
of
hatchery,
Chandler, the general's
Frank
Kennedy,
deputy attorney genthese bills pass.
,7.
Los Angeles.
eral of New York. Thaw was on the
officers say 90 per
Mr. Bartlett's hatchery cost in the
Immigration
stand less than two minutes. He was
neighborhood of $20,000, it is said, is sent of them are afflicted with hook- asked one question:
S TV T
$
T
modern and first class in every re- worm. Since they are bound through
"Are you the man that killed Stanspect, and is probably a considerably to another land, they will be carried ford White?"
bigger and better hatchery than south on a specially guarded train.
"On advice of counsel. I decline to
would have been built by the limited
answer," said Thaw. He was then
appropriation carried in the fish hatch- WOMEN ARRAYED AGAINST
excused.
ery bills which failed to pass.
WOMEN AT CALUMET.
iAt this point a recess was taken S
Mr. Bartlett's home is in Chicago,
Mich., Sept. 5. Women and later Mr. Kennedy was called. He
Calumet,
but with numerous guests he spends
themselves against women in (identified the commitment on which
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
his summers on the Vermejo Park arrayed
was first sent to iMattewan ana
the copper mine strike situation
W.
His
Norman
son,
afBartlett,
place.
there
him
decrees
remanding
in
of
jthe
families
Women
was a member of the constitutional day.
men have taken an active hand in thejter his defeat in various habeas coiconvention from Colfax county.
in
New
York
Proceedings
esPu!
cause of their men folk and are
p!'ew ut.
'Tera,me8
f" e
corting them to and from work. They
Convicted of Arson.
game of cards played
to mix with women
determined
g m a au,t caae yesterday uear
C. W. Osborne, of Klida, convicted
should any of the Lhe Grand Trunk
station,
of arson, in the Fifth district, was
:
The
Man
latter attempt to interfere. Iast night wher( Tnaw Is held in the immigra- this
to
state
the
penitentiary
brought
woman
a
one
rock
witn
muscular
Be it for "Choring," "Fishing," "Camping or Prowling" the RElarge
headquarters.
MODERN AND
morning by Sheriff George C. Deen, of in one hand and a club in other, was lcm
Tt. sent a thrill through
the town
LIABLE HARDWARE STORE have made it one of their duties .1
Roosevelt county. His sentence Is observed
men
the
five
from
ALWAYS
escorting
and crowds followed former District
Life to supply the early risers of this community with the very best
from IS to 24 months. Implicated mines. She was unmolested.
and most up-t- date ihing ir the Lantern line. They handle the kind
Attorney Jerome to the jail, some
with Orborne, was A. C. 'Reither, who
hooting, some shouting "Hooray for
that gives steady, bright light, is easv to light, clean, rewick and
LARGE LOBBY
had escaped by getting out of the NO WIND TODAY AND
Thaw: deport Jerome."
does not blow out rn the gale, smoke nor leak.
but was arrested at Wlnterset,
state,
AND VERANDAS
RACE
IS
CALLED
OFF
denied
Thaw's
lawyers
unanimously
All the way from 50c to $2.50.
Iowa, and was brought back by Sheriff
Marblehead. Mass., Sept. 5. The that
were in any way responBy the way do you need anything for the Stable? Salt Bricks for
Deen the first of the week. Reither fourth in the series of international sible they
Milford
for Jerome's arrest.
COMFORTABLE PORCH
your Horses and Cows.
at
case
the
every step, having yacht races was called off shortly af- Aldrich, the complainant, said he actfought
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Remember it pays to get it at
engaged three lawyers at Wlnterset, ter 3:.10 today because of lack of wind. ed merely as a public spirited citizen.
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS
and Market.
Grocery, Bakery

PERSONALS

i

FISH

Phone No.4

ANDREWS

STYLISH

XXXJSJSSiXX

TENDERS

j

'

i

"The Milliner "

Vv

STATE

1

SEPTEMBER

MISSA. MUGLER

v

pl")"eNo

pro-Tha-

j
j

,

We have the Nobbiest Decorative
Iron Fences, Gates and Railings.

'

',.,

anti-Tha-

LET US FIGURE

m.tiff.l

k.ii

on your wants. Our prices are right.

thej,,

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

URINARY

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

n

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

J

'

Dob-so-

rf UPnCU
LDv
lirKZnlJ

45

l

45

sixty-seve-
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o

-
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I Apples and

1

Crab Apples

I

non-unio- n

a,8t

Hardware

jy

Says

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

o

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.

Ample facilities for large
and small banquets,

ij

For iiea.dLa.clie Nervousness
and Backache due to disorders
or Kidneys and Bladder

5

I

CAPITAL PHARMACY.

3

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK

1.

Are You Interested in a Guaranteed Investment?
'

A few years ago any residence lot in this city could have been
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for
from $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain business man who
has been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he occupied several times over in rentals, bought the place, but paid
about four times more than he could have got it for at the outset.
citizens have READ THE CARDS and
Many of our
beautiful
lots on Don Diego Heights and are
residence
purchased
now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid,
avenue, all of which will be on the NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.

5

Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
that we can all afford will not be had again for many a day. Only
a few of the lots closest in and on the new water main remain to
be sold. Special prices, special terms, selected patrons, time payments, no Interest, no taxes, beautiful,
avenue, alleys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,

Off

well-plann- ed

For Cash

far-seei- ng

well-plann-

A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN
YOU

AND

$10

A MONTH

IN AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD.

WILL START

SEE AT ONCE

THE NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.

ed

CARL A. BISHOP or W.

IN.

T0WNSEND
i.

OFFICE OF O. C. WATSON & CO.
Telephone 189 J.

A

